Capacity:
• 100-600 gallon

Typical Distillation Times:
• 1 hour heat up
• 2-2.5 hr stripping run
• 4 hour distillation time

Includes:
• Stainless Steel Kettle with Manway
• Copper Scotch Style Still Head
• Agitator, (3 phase 208v), CE Explosion proof or UL
• Full CIP (3 phase 208v), CE Explosion proof or UL
• SS Reverse Flow, Multi-tube Condenser & Parrot

Options:
• High Torque Mash Agitator, CE Explosion Proof or UL
• Copper Kettle (image on website)

System at a Glance:
• Best use: Dedicated Stripping Still, Whiskey, Brandy, Gin, or Rum Production
• Versatile and Cost Effective
• Easy Maintenance with Clean in Place
• 304 Polished and Brushed Stainless and Polished Copper construction

Material Thickness:
• Kettle: 4.5mm
• SS: 3mm
• Copper: 3mm
• Piping: 2mm

*Steam Power Only. This system does not have an electric option.